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The sealing efficiency of Victaulic gaskets is such
that the gasket forms an initial seal as it is stretched over
the pipe ends. Upon placement of the housing around
the gasket and into the grooves, the gasket is posi-
tioned. As the housing segments are tightened, the
resilient elastomeric gasket conforms to the internal
cavity of the housing and is further compressed, en-
hancing the gasket’s seal against the pipe. The Victau-
lic gasket is pressure responsive.

The combination of these characteristics creates a
permanent, leak-tight triple seal on a variety of piping
materials including carbon steel, stainless steel  alumi-
num, PVC, cast iron and copper.

Line pressure serves to strengthen the seal through the
combination of normal gasket resilience, housing rein-
forcement and the action of pressure downward on the lips.

The Victaulic gasket design seals equally well under
vacuum. Vacuum creates a pressure differential between
the inside and outside of the piping system. The resulting
increased force from external pressure differential has
the same seal strengthening effect as internal pressure.

Vacuum Service
The Victaulic gasket design seals equally well under

pressure or vacuum. Vacuum creates a pressure differential
between the inside and outside of the piping system. The
resulting increased force from the external pressure has the
same seat enhancement effect as internal pressure. For con-
tinuous vacuum service greater than ten inches of mercury,
we recommend the use of molded Victaulic FlushSeal®

gaskets or Victaulic standard gaskets with a metal ring liner,
both available from your Victaulic distributor. The FlushSeal
feature and the metal liner both prevent distortion of the
gasket due to the pulling action of a high vacuum at the center
of the gasket. Either molded FlushSeal gaskets or gaskets
with metal liners are recommended on strong vacuums and
suitable for applications wherein vacuum conditions are
anticipated to a maximum value of 29.9" of mercury.

ANSI/NSF 61 Standard
ANSI/NSF 61 is a National Standard that was devel-

oped to establish minimum requirements for the control of
potential adverse human health effects from products which
contact drinking water. Its primary focus is on contaminants

or impurities which may be imparted indirectly to drinking
water. Materials that do not come in direct contact with the
potable water do not require evaluation.

The classification categories for pipe and related prod-
ucts and joining and sealing materials, as established by
ANSI/NSF 61 are “cold”, which is limited to +86°F (+30°C)
maximum and “hot” which is limited to +180°F (+82°C)
maximum. These categories were established by the maxi-
mum ambient distribution temperature of unheated water
for “cold” and a temperature well in excess of a scalding
temperature for “hot” domestic water. The following list
represents the current classifications on our products:

EPDM “E” Gaskets:
UL classified in accordance with ANSI/NSF 61 for

cold +86°F (+30°C) and hot +180°F (+82°C) potable
water service.

Halogenated Butyl “M” Gaskets:
UL classified in accordance with ANSI/NSF 61 for

cold +86°F (+30°C) potable water service.

Black PPS Coating:
The black PPS (Polyphenylene Sulfide blend) coat-

ing applied to our Vic®-300 butterfly valves is UL clas-
sified in accordance with ANSI/NSF 61 for cold +86°F
(+30°C) and hot +180°F (+82°C) potable water service.

Vic-Press 304™ and Pressfit Stainless
(Type 316) Couplings and Fittings:

UL classified in accordance with ANSI/NSF 61 for
cold +86°F (+30°C) and hot +180°F (+82°C) potable
water service with “E”, “T” or “0” o-rings.

Vic-Press 304 and Pressfit
Stainless (Type 316) Pipe:

UL classified in accordance with ANSI/NSF 61 for
cold +86°F (+30°C) and hot +180°F (+82°C) potable
water service. In addition to the above, the standard black
asphalt coating used on our cement lined AWWA size
fittings is NSF 61 Listed. As the coating is the only
material that comes in contact with the water, NSF 61
compliant coatings are commercially available and may
be applied to our products.

Unique “C” shaped gasket
forms a triple seal

Seals between the pipe ends
and the groove

Surrounded, reinforced and
slightly compressed by the

housing

Seal is enhanced by pressure
of vacuum in the line
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Lubricant
Thorough lubrication of the gasket exterior includ-

ing the lips and/or pipe ends and housing interiors, is
essential to prevent pinching the gasket. Lubrication
assists proper gasket installation.

Use Victaulic Lubricant for installation. Other com-
patible material, such as silicone and others may be
used on Grades “E” or “L” gaskets.

Lubricant is available in 41/2 ounce tubes. Victaulic
Lubricant is also available in 32 ounce containers.

NOTE: Victaulic Lubricant is not recommended for
use with polyethylene pipe.

Always use lubricant for proper coupling assembly.

Gasket Styles All drawings shown below and on the next page have been exaggerated for clarity

A
Max.

B
Min.

Standard Reducing FlushSeal®

Outlet Vic-Flange® Grooved Copper Tubing with FlushSeal Gasket

Mechanical-T® Plain End EndSeal®

EndSeal® Fire-R™ AWWA FlushSeal® IPS to AWWA Transition

Exaggerated for clarity

Snap-Let® Outlet Plain End Piping System for HDPE Pipe Fit®
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Gasket Selection
For Specific Service Recommendations, Contact E.J. Prescott At 877-582-1851

To assure the maxi-
mum life for the service
intended, proper gasket se-
lection and specification in
ordering is essential.

Many factors must be
considered in determining
the optimum gasket for a
specific service. The fore-
most consideration is tem-
perature, along with con-
centration of product, du-
ration of service and conti-
nuity of service. Tempera-
tures beyond the recom-
mended limits have a de-
grading effect on the gas-
ket. Therefore, there is a
direct relationship between
temperature, continuity of
service and gasket life.

Victaulic
Gasket Selection

Guide

Patented

PRESSEDUNPRESSED

Exaggerated for clarity

O-ring Style

NOTE:
Services listed are General Service Rec-
ommendations only. It should be noted
that there are services for which these
gaskets are NOT recommended. Refer-
ence should always be made to the latest
Victaulic Gasket Selection Guide for
specific recommendations.

Gasket recommendations apply only to
Victaulic gaskets. Recommendations for
a particular service do not necessarily
imply compatibility of the coupling
housing, related fittings or other com-
ponents for the same service.
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